How has Greensboro College integrated with their ID card partner?

- Demographics Field – Access to privileges
• Registration by term – Current term students only
• Campus Address – Alumni, faculty and staff use campus address field (could be set up to pull any field)
Shrini wrote the script to pull the data from Empower into tables in Oracle for the three views that are then imported into the ID card system. We use Access to view the Oracle tables.

- View 1 is all currently enrolled students, we have to manually change the term in the script to pull the new term enrollees.

- View 2 is everyone with a CAMP address field. We use this field to designate faculty, staff, and alumni of the college. This adds them to the card system and they remain until CAMP address is removed.
- View 3 is the financial integration. Any transaction coded ‘P2’ in empower is automatically pushed into the card system.
  - Student makes Empower web payment through PayPal
  - Auto load into Empower database ‘P2’
  - Pulled through data integration (view 3)
  - Loaded onto ID cad

- Empower is the single source of data entry
- The integration refreshes the views every 15 minutes, then a scheduled task running on the ID card server integrates new data into the card system.
Charges...

We will look at the Protective Services module and discuss how to create charges on a student’s account for fines and fees.

Incident Reports

- Web embedded Google form

Unfortunately we don’t have any integration to handle this process
- Once reports come in through this system we have to enter them into Protective Services
• Associate the report with a 'Person(s)'
• We don't use the Property tab
• Create a Case No
• Adjudicating officer fills out Narrative and assigns sanctions
- Some sanctions have default charge amounts
- Others are blank so charge amounts can be filled in
And Chow...oh my!

In addition, we will look at the Housing module and discuss setting up commuter meal plans and how to add board without room charges.

- Have you had issue with entering block meal plans into Empower without a room assignment?
- We are still using the old module SH/PM not SH/RM
- There is no meal plan function in SH/RM

*Enter meal plan in Prospect Info
*Save and return to SH/PM screen
*Go into Registration
In this scenario, meal plan without room info, registration will NOT work

Simply add a Security Date and registration will work
This will add the block meal plan to the students account without a room assignment